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1)

Eight hundred animals found new homes during a pet adoption drive. If 1,200 pets
were sent back to their shelters, how many animals in all were put up for adoption
at the event?

2)

Sarah bought a new piece of furniture for her house. She spent $1,700 from her
savings account. If $1,100 remained in her account, how much did her savings
account initially have?
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A bakery receives a Gain
special
order foraccess
2,750 chocolate-chip
complete
to the largest cookies and 1,650 oatmeal
cookies. How many cookies in all did the bakery have to prepare?
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TEXAS MARATHON

A toy manufacturing unit produced 1,500 toys during the day shift. During the night
shift, the unit manufactured 650 more toys than it did during the day shift. How
many toys were produced in all during the night shift?
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Answer key

Large Numbers Addition
1)

Sheet 2

Eight hundred animals found new homes during a pet adoption drive. If 1,200 pets
were sent back to their shelters, how many animals in all were put up for adoption
at the event?

2,000 animals

2)

Sarah bought a new piece of furniture for her house. She spent $1,700 from her
savings account. If $1,100 remained in her account, how much did her savings
account initially have?

$2,800
3)

PREVIEW

A bakery receives a Gain
special
order foraccess
2,750 chocolate-chip
complete
to the largest cookies and 1,650 oatmeal
cookies. How many cookies in all did the bakery have to prepare?
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TEXAS MARATHON

38,120 people

5)

A toy manufacturing unit produced 1,500 toys during the day shift. During the night
shift, the unit manufactured 650 more toys than it did during the day shift. How
many toys were produced in all during the night shift?

2,150 toys
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